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Summary Notes: Pizza and a Planner Events  

 

May 27, 2017 

Ross Street 

9 participants 

 

 Concern about buses from cruise ships. Corner at Ross St is hard for buses to navigate. 

 Ross and Robertson – crossings are a problem. 

 Emphasize migratory bird sanctuary in Gonzales park section. Show boundaries of sanctuary on 

map. 

 Could AbkhaziGardens be explored as a possible neighbourhood meeting space? 

 Ross Bay – rocks make it difficult for walking. Is there an alternative medium other than big 

rocks? 

 Like Redfern, Amphion St also has a pocket of historic homes 

 Support for HCAs – want to protect historic features in Gonzales 

 Question about tiny homes and whether these are supported (garden suites) 

 For heritage designated houses, would prefer two suites in a house to a main house + garden 

suite  

 Can wires be put underground over time? This is an earthquake zone 

 Support for policy on requiring expansion of permeable paving 

 Support for tree canopy policies in Queen Anne Heights/ Gonzales Hill/Foul BayRoad 

 Concern about property tax increase due to assessments. Discussion about provincial deferment 

program.  

 Townhouses – options as shown in plan are too big, too much for Gonzales. Like idea of a single 

row of townhouses, or rowhouses, but not keen on two rows. Discussion about need for plan to 

look ahead 25 years. If Thrify’s Plaza redevelops to something higher, townhouses in designated 

area may not seem out of place – may buffer neighbourhood from urban village. 

 Need to explain that Townhouses and Rowhouses are on two consolidated lots in our materials- 

looks like one lot.  

 

June 1  

Beechwood Avenue 

20 residents from Beechwood, Hollywood, Ross St 

 

 Focus on keeping Fairfield Plaza in existing footprint; there was a plan in the 80s to buy up lots 

behind for parking. Keep it a neighbourhood-oriented place. 

 Crosswalk needed at Gonzales Beach.  Assess for speed, configuration of intersections, 

alignment. 

 Lower speed on Ross – what would be involved in reducing speed limit to 30? 
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 Intersection at St.Charles and Ross, and St. Charles and Dallas frequently used by tour buses.  

They have trouble turning with parked cars; get stuck. Assess for sightlines, curb configuration, 

whether parking should be brought back from the corner. Vehicles regularly drive up on curb at 

Dallas Road and St. Charles(heading west on Dallas).  

 Concern regarding on-street parking for suites. Some streets have limited parking so people 

parking on adjacent streets. Discussion about whether would prefer to limit suites in the future 

to avoid on-street parking issues. Support from group for more suites, but would like improved 

sightlines, painted curbs to give driveways more room and sightlines. Want streets “to work 

better” for parking. 

 Questions about why some streets have bus restrictions in area (eg Passmore and Hollywood) 

and others don’t  

 Concern about increase in cruise ship traffic and what this means for small streets in area, 

particularly when turning. Buses seem to get lost in area (Beechwood, Ross, etc)-  Can City work 

with Harbour Authority to develop clear route, and identify any improvements to help with 

through-traffic? Could buses be rerouted onto Fairfield where road seems better designed to 

deal with big buses? 

 Question about access point at end of Hollywood Crescent – was this identified in earlier plan? 

 Sidewalks are getting uneven and difficult to navigate from mobility perspective 

 For accessibility, can we add viewing areas at the top of water access points, so that people can 

enjoy the view from wheelchairs etc without having to go to the beach? 

 Frustration expressed about variance process – lack of notice (5 days not sufficient), feeling that 

people on the board weren’t interested in the neighbour’s input. 

 

June 5, 2017 

Beechwood Avenue 

Attendees: 15 

 

Notes: Attendees included a mix of age ranges and length living in the neighbourhood, one business 

owner (leases property), at least one renter, and at least two active in the heritage community. 

 

Transportation: 

 Lillian Road is dangerous – suggestions include turning it into one-way 

 Lillian/Wildwood intersection, thought recently improved, does not function well. Cars have to 

slow down suddenly and make a sharp turn. 

 Thrifty’s employees park on Fairfield and Wildwood, making it difficult for customers to the 

small urban village as well as residents. 

 Speed on Fairfield Road – accidents (swiping parked cars) east of Wildwood 

 Crosswalk on Fairfield near St. Charles is dangerous – no flashing lights 

 Crescent at Robertson is dangerous – people cross here to go to the beach 

 Would like to schedule a walkabout with transportation staff 
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 Discussion of whether new housing should have parking on site or not, given the desire for 

green yards and new housing. Consider parking on site for smaller lots. 

 Concern about parking impacts of suites. 

 One participant imagines soon owning only one car for family (rather than 2) and using car share   

 How can we reduce driving if we increase residential units? 

 Tour buses – lots of emissions 

 motorbikes (rented by tourists) – lots of honking 

Housing: 

 Quality development is important – how do we get quality materials etc.? 

 How will townhomes address barrier-free living? Will up-down townhomes be supported? 

 Many of the lots we showed for townhomes are currently duplexes 

 Will we prezone for townhomes or duplexes, or will it be a rezoning? The neighbours like to 

have notification and input. 

 Privacy of homes and backyards is a concern – even with new single family homes. Have to 

spend money on frosted windows, landscape once privacy is lost. 

 On-street parking – it is hard to park and hard to get into driveways 

 Strong interest in encouraging heritage conservation as part of preserving the culture of the 

neighbourhood; don’t encourage tear downs. 

 Many older homes were vacation cabins – not well built 

 Will all of Fairfield develop into 3-stroey apartments replacing existing houses? 

 Discussion of including suites in duplexes on standard sized lots (but see parking). 

 Duplexes on Brook Street – don’t even know they are duplexes 

 One participant lives in a duplex on a lot less than 18m wide. 

 Why do older duplexes on Brook Street have many families, and newer duplexes in James Bay 

don’t? Prefer housing attractive to families. Ways to achieve may include suites, 3 bedrooms, 

access to open space. 

 Overall like the principles in the plan 

 Want clear design guidelines, and consultation with those affected 

 Fairfield at Arnold 4-storrey building is not sensitive to neighbourhood – avoid this with design 

guidelines. Wrong scale and type of building. 

 Townhomes shouldn’t exceed two storeys except on Fairfield 

 Small lots with suites OK – no strong comment on maintaining 300m2 requirement for Gonzales, 

but feel there are few opportunities for small lots at this size. Could happen with 2 lots 

consolidated (e.g. 2 lots  5 small lots) 

Heritage 

 Strong interest in encouraging heritage conservation as part of preserving the culture of the 

neighbourhood. 

 Consider financial/tax incentives for heritage conservation – tax incentive, fee reduction 

 Some interest in more HCAs – to protect neighbourhood character when new single detached 

homes are built 

 See how Oak Bay does this – they consult on single detached home design? 
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Urban Villages 

 Discussion on whether to preserve or replace Montague Court – attractive, unique heritage; not 

well-built 

 Please add guidelines for sensitive transition to residential neighbourhood. Townhomes fronting 

the local streets is preferred. 2 storeys; 2.5 storeys with peaked roofs and sunlight. Townhomes 

at corner of Southgate and Douglas are a good example – a design consistent with the 

neighbourhood (arts + craft style, peaked roofs, relate to what’s around it, allow sunlight to 

come through). Would like courtyard. Where will parking go? Can it be underground? Or interior 

to lot. 

 3 storeys along Fairfield is acceptable, but not 4 

 Want specific design guidelines for Lilian/Wildwood intersection 

Community Facilities 

 Support shared use with schools – spaces for meeting, events 

 An amphitheater for music would be nice (e.g. hillside at Margaret Jenkins) 

 Gonzales beach is a key feature of neighbourhood – don’t increase traffic, improve pedestrian 

access 

 

June 8, 2017 

Wilmer Street  

Attendees: 15 adults and 5-10 children attended. 

 

- School used to use area as “parking lot” before residential parking signage 

- Parking on streets is an issue 

- Chandler is still a problem (busy with traffic) 

- Encourage people to use transit, car share 

Concerned about multiple units on site w/one parking spot. Triplex. There are buildings in the 

neighbourhood that have been built with two rental suites. 

- people feel like the parking spot in front of their house belongs to them 

- people don’t like cars parked in the street at all – use street for hockey, basketball 

- can we limit suites to have only one car? (discussion that we can’t regulate people’s behaviour 

through zoning – suggestion that we use a residential parking permit program and give each 

suite only one permit; extra cars would have to be on site 

- we couldn’t have built our suite if we needed to provide on-site parking 

- Planner’s note: I arrived at 5:50 PM and was able to park directly in front of house, with 

probably 30-50% of on-street spaces empty. Situation was similar when I left at 8:30. I asked 

about this and was told that renters across the street (in home that allegedly has 3 total rental 

units and 6 cars) were out, that several houses were for sale or in an inheritance process, and 

that main objections are: 1) people feel ownership of the space in front of their house; and 2) 

people don’t generally like cars on street because they want to play roller hockey, etc., and the 

increase in traffic associated with more cars. Main concern seems not the current parking 

availability, but for future development if it has 3 or more units with only 1 parking spot on site). 
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Trees 

- neighbourhood has a stock of mature trees – not just Queen Anne Hill. Area was called 

Pemberton Woods. 800 block of Richmond, for example – canopy trees 

- moved here for the mature tree canopy, beautiful Gary Oaks 

- does City have a plan to replace street trees proactively? Many of them are aging. 

- when a single-family home is built, mature trees are often removed. How does the City protect 

trees? Paying a small fine is not an impediment to tree removal. Replacement with young trees 

changes the character of the neighbourhood for those who live here and will not see the trees 

mature for many years.  

- concern developers will not water/establish new trees which replace those lost 

Gonzales Beach 

-  why can’t I walk dogs early in the morning in the summer? No one is there at 6 AM 

Parks  

- can we close off street-ends for parks / hardscape play areas or to slow traffic, encourage 

playing in street 

- Pemberton Park (?)  

o playground is old, needs update 

o need hard spaces for games (roller hockey, basketball) – used to play these in street 

o addition of fence is positive, protects small children from street 

Community facilities 

- work not just with public schools, but with private 

- involve kids in ecosystem protection projects, using alternatives transportation 

Streets 

- Clare street was a pilot shared street – keep it the way it is (not sure what this refers to unless 

googlemaps is out of date) 

- Many streets have “country lane” feeling – keep this, it is neighbourhood’s character 

- Brighton Street recently had a sidewalk installed – changed the atmosphere. Discussion – about 

50/50 support among owners. Those with mobility issues would appreciate a sidewalk. 

- Brighton connects to the park, ocean front to the east – it is a mix of streets with a  rural feel, 

parks and trails -  the greenway “transported you out of the city” - maintain this feel as a 

greenway, enhance as ped/cycling route. Suggest stopping sidewalk at Clare street, not going to 

Richmond. Consider other treatments – such as crossings for peds/bikes but not through for cars 

- Discussion: are there alternatives to a standard city cross-section, which could provide safe 

pedestrian space with a “softer” design. What about rubberized sidewalks, chip trails, etc? 

- Crosswalk at Foul Bay is positive 

- Would like to do a walkabout with transportation staff 

- Give residents an incentive to use car share, alternative modes (transit pass for suite residents?) 

- Interest in enhancing residential parking – going to a permit system 

Development, zoning, housing 
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- concern for parking , with new development 

- like feel and design of older neighbourhood – with peaked roofs 

- consider more HCAs?  

- consider ways, short of an HCA, to regulate appearance? E.g. redefine half-storey 

- would like to comment on the design on new detached houses – how come Oak Bay residents 

are able to do this 

- make things easier – right now, front porch is not counted as habitable space, so the size of the 

half-storey above is limited, hard to fit 3 bedrooms. (House w/basement suite) 

- support multi-generational living 

- many seniors living alone. They don’t know their options (e.g. sharing with other seniors, 

building a suite or garden suite) or how to connect to others who would be interested. Could 

there be a way to help them know their options? 

- interested in duplexes with suites – supports families living in neighbourhood, multi-generation 

living 

- inclusive community 

Questions 

- How can we track PW improvements? 

- What’s planned for Gonzales beach, and other parks (e.g. what is funded, when?) 

- Can the city clean seaweed off Gonzales beach? 

- Why can’t dogs walk early in the morning in summer? (few beach users at that time) 

- How is tree preservation bylaw enforced? When a new single detached home is built? 

- What is planned for Brighton? 

 

Foul Bay Road 

Tue, June 6  

6:30 – 8:00 PM 

 Questions about HCAs? 

 Could we look at an HCA? 

 Fear abrupt change in the neighbourhood, concern about developers. Would prefer people to 

optimize the existing. As a starting point, give more liberty to come up with something without 

demolition. 

 What will I need a permit for? 

o what about garden suites? 

o what about subdivision? 

 Conflicted – developers come in to make money – how will this plan help stop the bad 

development 

 Frustrated about 2003 plan not being implemented – what guarantee is there that this will be 

followed? 

 Foul Bay Road: Can we allow parking in bike lanes just during the day? 

 Bus stop on Foul Bay needs a pullover 
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 Lochbuie – the bushes and wide traffic circle are difficult for cyclists 

 No cross-walk at Chandler and Foul Bay. Concern about kids crossing into school. Assess this? 

(Parking, rock wall would like protect …. city and private? road? 

Clare Street 

15 people 

 Brighton street is an important part of a greenway going e-w to the ocean via local streets, trails, 

and parks. Some bought house b/c of this walk. Make Brighton Street feel like a greenway, with 

a softer image (not attached sidewalk and curb), as part of the larger greenway connecting to 

the ocean to the east. Suggestions include bioswales, boulevards, softer-surfaced walks, shared 

street (all modes shared), traffic calming. Current narrow road with pavement in poor condition 

slows people down. Sign the greenway. 

 Consider a comprehensive traffic calming program for the streets between Brighton and Oak 

Bay. Cut-through and circling traffic is already an issue – fear it will be worse as Oak Bay Avenue 

Village develops. Spill-over parking is already a concern, esp. on Clare which is narrower than 

other streets 

 Cut through traffic from Madision street related to school – cars come up Madison and then go 

through neighbourhood via Wilmer, Bank, Clare, etc. 

 A crossing is needed at Quamichan and Madison – there are lots of cars (school related() and 

pedestrians 

 At Foul Bay Road and crescent road, for cars pulling out of the beach access parking area, there 

is a blind corner to the west 

 Crosswalk at Foul Bay and Brighton needs a pedestrian activated signal – cars speed around the 

curve, visibility not good. (This is in Oak Bay) 

 The “greens” (e.g. Wilmer Green) were envisioned as a place for kids to explore nature. Now, all 

people are kept out. Is there a way to allow access while protecting nature. (counter: have seen 

people camping, kids riding dirt bikes) 

 Pemberton Park – was called Pemberton Woods. In the interest of safety/visibility, woods and 

underbrush have been cleared and it feels less natural. Would like a place for nature, with 

winding trails. (counter: drug use is a concern) 

 Concern about proposed density: 

o Discussion of appropriateness of duplex + suites on 60’ wide lot next door – some felt 

too much on one lot, but most felt could be appropriate with consultation. 

o Pros: proposed building height (1.5 storeys + basement) and max. floor area for duplex 

buildings – comparable to a large detached house. Smaller units with suites will appeal 

to families; people in smaller suites less likely to own cars; car ownership may change; 

agree with keeping green backyard space. Design guidelines b/c larger more than one 

unit is a plus. 

o Concerns: would like consultation on each development, not just on plan. Concern if 

pace of change is rapid – concept is OK but if lots are built on one block, it will have 

impacts. Feel consultation has not always been sufficient, but where there is 

consultation, proposal has improved. One proposed 4-plex was changed to something 

else. Keep what is good about neighbourhood. Concerned that blocks near Oak Bay 
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Avenue already have little on-street parking, and will see more traffic from both low-

density infill, and new development on Oak Bay Ave.  

o Don’t favour on-site parking for suites, b/c prefer green space. 

o Parking is a concern – very little on street parking on Clare Street (consistent with 

Planner observation during time of event). Some houses don’t have on street parking. 

o Will there be parking in the backyard? Answer: Possible but limited – maintain green 

back yard (e..g duplex coul have rear parking accessed by a driveway – or we could 

adopt guidelines discouraging this)  

o Development on Oak Bay Ave. should have sufficient on-site parking or parking behind 

the businesses, to avoid spillover. 

o Can we support several small houses on a lot – or coach houses? 

 Urban villages – some concern about replacing small residential units at Fairfield-Beechwood 

 Gonzales Beach 

o Keep the beach naturalistic - don’t need to change the beach much – the beach IS the 

playground – kids want to dig in the sand 

o Provide a patio option for refreshments – more than a concession stand or food truck. A  

café, with beer, etc. where people can sit on a patio overlooking the beach. Ex: Willows 

beach teahouse, but 2020, not 1950; Ogden Point café (doesn’t need full serviced food). 

This could also be through private development as well – adjacent lots to the park space 

might be appropriate for commercial use. 

o Clean seaweed 

o Signage on beach, pointing to bathrooms above (for people who are drinking on the 

beach) 

 More garbage cans along the streets so people won’t leave dog poop in bags 

 

 

 

 

 

 


